Resolution is one of the most important properties of an imaging system, yet it remains difficult to define and apply. Rayleigh's and Abbe's resolution criteria 1 were developed for observations with the human eye and had a major influence on the development of optical instruments. However, no systematic approach is available for the evaluation of the often complex image processing algorithms that have become central to the analysis of the imaging data that today is acquired by highly sensitive cameras.
r apart, is given by the identity function g(r) = 1, r > 0. Ripley's K-function, which describes the expected number of objects within a distance r of an arbitrary point, is given by K(r) := πr 2 , r > 0, for a completely spatially random pattern. This implies that the related L(r) − r function, where L(r) := (K(r)/π) for r > 0, is constant and equal to zero, The clathrin-coated pit imaging data of Figure 1a was processed using several established algorithms to determine the locations of the pits (Figure 1b,c) , which were then further analyzed by plotting the es-timatedL(r) − r function (Figure 1d ). The analysis appears to show that the pits are not distributed in a completely spatially random fashion as theL(r) − r plot is not equal to zero for all the processing schemes, thereby suggesting a non-uniform arrangement of the pits on the plasma membrane. To understand this behavior, we simulated clathrin-coated pits that are located according to a completely spatially random distribution (Figure 1e ). Estimating and analyzing the locations of these simulated pits (Figure 1f ,g) in the same fashion as done for the experimentally acquired data reveals that the resultingL(r) − r plots show remarkable similarity with those obtained from the experimentally acquired data (Figure 1h ). Importantly, these plots do not show a constant value of 0 as would be expected for completely spatially random data.
This suggests that the deviations from the expected constant appearance of theL(r) − r function are due to effects of the data analysis rather than being a property of the distribution of the clathrin-coated pits.
To further understand this phenomenon, we investigated whether the observed effects might be due to the different capabilities of the image processing algorithms to resolve clathrin-coated pits. To do this, we theoretically analyzed the impact of limited "algorithmic resolution" on the pair-correlation and the L(r) − r functions (see Supplementary Material 2) . We modeled the effect of an algorithm not being able to distinguish objects that are spaced closer than a certain cut-off distance. If the objects are located in a completely spatially random fashion, the resulting L(r) − r function has an appearance similar to that observed in the analysis of the clathrin-coated pit data (see Supplementary Material 2.2). These observations indicate that the resolving capabilities of image analysis algorithms need to be taken into consideration when analyzing object-based imaging data.
Importantly, this analysis also suggests that the resolving capabilities of an image processing approach can be characterized by the deviation from the expected spatial analysis results for objects that are simulated with a completely spatially random location pattern. We therefore determine the algorithmic resolution limit α of a particular object-based image analysis algorithm by using this algorithm to estimate the locations of objects that are simulated with completely spatially random positions. Resolution 2/20 effects up to a distance of α impact the pair-correlation function for distances up to 2α (see Supplementary Material 2.3). Therefore, the algorithmic resolution limit α is then defined as half the distance in the paircorrelation function of the estimated object locations beyond which the graph exhibits a constant plot with value 1.
We analyzed a number of well established algorithms and found that their algorithmic resolution limits can vary significantly (Figure 1l ). In fact, some of these algorithms are affected by algorithmic resolution well beyond the resolution limit that is predicted by Rayleigh's criterion, which is around 250-300 nm for the imaging conditions in Figure 1 . The ThunderSTORM software 12 has the lowest algorithmic resolution limit of 360nm, whereas the SimpleFit algorithm 13 has an algorithmic resolution limit of 620nm, almost twice that of the ThunderSTORM software.
Our analysis has also revealed shortcomings in some established algorithms beyond the impact of algorithmic resolution. Two of the algorithms, QuickPALM 14 and the global-threshold-based algorithm (see Methods), exhibit oscillatory behavior in the pair-correlation function even for very large distances.
Upon further investigation, we found that these algorithms preferentially identify objects located towards the center of the pixels (see Supplementary Figure 1 ). As a result, the algorithmic resolution limit of these algorithms is taken as infinite or not defined.
Using completely spatially random data as a basis to analyze the resolution capability and to define the algorithmic resolution limit of object-based image analysis algorithms allows us to probe random configurations of object locations. Therefore, the concept of the algorithmic resolution limit also has applicability to object arrangements that are non-stochastic. As illustrated in Figure 2a (see also Supplementary   Figure 2 ), the deterministically arranged object locations that could be reliably identified coincide with those locations that are spaced at a distance larger than the algorithmic resolution limit.
The question immediately arises, how the algorithmic resolution limit of an image analysis algorithm impacts the analysis of experimental data. For example, it is important to quantitate how many objects remain unaffected by resolution effects when the imaging data is analyzed using an algorithm with algorithmic resolution limit α. As shown in Supplementary Material 3, the probability that an object is unaffected by resolution effects is given by 1 − G 0 (α), where G 0 is the nearest-neighbor probability distribution function which describes the probability that an arbitrary object is at a distance less than α from its nearest neighboring object (see Supplementary Material 1 ). If the objects are located according to a completely spatially random distribution, G 0 (α) = 1 − exp(−λ 0 πα 2 ), where λ 0 is the density of the object locations.
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Therefore, in a highly dense object pattern, not suprisingly, the probability that an object is not affected by algorithmic resolution is severely reduced.
For example, consider cellular membrane receptor clusters distributed in a completely spatially random fashion with a density of 1 cluster per square micrometer (as in Figure 1e ). When analyzing the location of such protein clusters using an algorithm with algorithmic resolution limit α = 360nm (e.g., the ThunderSTORM software 12 ), the probability of the location being unaffected by resolution is 66.5%.
However, when analyzing the cluster locations using an algorithm with α = 620nm (e.g., the SimpleFit algorithm 13 ), the probability of the location being unaffected by resolution is 29.9%. Thus, the difference in algorithmic resolution between the two algorithms can have drastic effects on the analysis of the data.
Further, it is only for cluster densities of 0.1 clusters per square micrometer that the probability of a cluster being unaffected by resolution will be above 95% (with 96.0%) for the algorithm with α = 360nm. However, this probability decreases significantly to 88.6% for the algorithm with α = 620nm.
Localization-based superresolution methods use repeat stochastic excitation of small subsets of the fluorophores in a sample 4 . The question therefore arises how small these subsets need to be in order for a large fraction of the single molecules/objects to not be affected by the algorithmic resolution limit of the analysis step. For a tubulin dataset 10 (also see Supplementary Materials 5.4) the probability that an object is unaffected by resolution is 86.4% when analyzed using an algorithm with algorithmic resolution limit of α = 360nm (e.g., ThunderSTORM) for q = 1/2014, where q is the probability of an object appearing in any given frame of the dataset. However, changing q to 1/10000 increases the probability to 96.8% whereas for q = 1/1000 the probability that a single molecule is unaffected by resolution is decreased to 71.2%.
Interestingly, in order to achieve the probability of 95% in a classical single molecule experiment where all single molecules are activated and imaged in a single acquisition, an algorithmic resolution limit of 0.8nm would be required, which is well beyond what is currently achievable, thus illustrating the power of using stochastic excitation for localization-based single molecule superresolution experiments.
We have seen that algorithmic resolution can significantly distort Ripley's K-function. However, knowing the algorithmic resolution limit α of an algorithm allows us to define a resolution-corrected Ripley's K 2α -function and resolution-corrected L 2α (r) − r for r ≥ 2α (see Supplementary Material 8).
Figure 2c
shows that inhibition and clustering can be correctly identified with the resolution-corrected L 2α (r) − r function if they occur at distances above 2α for object-based imaging data analyzed with an algorithm of resolution limit α.
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If the clathrin-coated pit data of Figure 1a is analyzed using an algorithm with algorithmic resolution limit α = 360nm (e.g., the ThunderSTORM software) and the estimated locations processed with the resolution-corrected L 2α (r) − r function, the data shows that there is no significant deviation of the clustering behavior from complete spatial randomness beyond the distance of 2α = 720nm (Figure 1m , n). This indicates that at distances above twice the algorithmic resolution limit for the individual algorithms the clathrin-coated pit locations do not show any deviation from complete spatial randomness.
Resolution has been analyzed in microscopy going back to the classical criteria by Rayleigh and Abbe. Those criteria address the performance of the imaging optics. Using an information theoretic approach, Rayleigh's resolution criterion was generalized and put in the context of modern imaging where data consists of noise-corrupted photon count measurements acquired through quantum-limited detectors 15 .
A resolution measure based on the Fourier ring coefficient was introduced that can be computed directly from an acquired image and takes into account the standard deviation with which a single molecule can be localized 16 . Common to these recent approaches is that they assume that the image analysis algorithms do not have resolution limitations themselves. Here we have introduced a methodology to systematically assess the algorithmic resolution limit of object-based image analysis algorithms and to evaluate the impact of the limitations on the analysis of microscopy data. We hope that the approaches presented here will contribute to a systematic evaluation of such algorithms that are of relevance not only to microscopy applications but to other object-based imaging scenarios such as those arising, for example, in astronomy. 
Additional information

Fluorescence microscopy imaging
Generating location distributions
Completely spatially random distribution of locations
For a completely spatially random distribution of locations in an Sµm × Sµm region, the (x, y) coordinate for each location was obtained by drawing realizations of independent random variables X and Y , each uniformly distributed with probability density functions p X (x) = p Y (y) = 1/S, 0 ≤ x, y ≤ S.
Locations for deterministic structures
Deterministic structures consist of D molecules located at evenly spaced points on the circumference of a circle of radius r. The location of the d th point x d 0 , y d 0 is given by x d 0 = r cos (2πd/D) and y d 0 = r sin (2πd/D),
where d = 1, . . . , D.
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Random distribution of locations exhibiting a preferred spacing (clustering)
A set of N random locations, denoted by ∆, such that N c pairs of those locations are spaced at distances between r min and r max is generated by combining three subsets of locations so that ∆ = ∆ c ∪ ∆ c ∪ ∆ u . The 
Random distribution of locations avoiding specific spacings (inhibition)
A set of locations, ∆ := {d 1 , . . . , d N }, in which no two locations are spaced between r min and r max of each other is generated as follows. For i = 1, . . . , N, the i th location d i is drawn from a completely spatially random distribution. The i th point is not added as a location if r min ≤ d i j ≤ r max for some 1 ≤ j ≤ i, where d i j denotes the distance between the i th and j th locations. For the simulated images analyzed to obtain the results in Figure 2 , the following values were used: N = 2500, r min = 2990nm and r max = 3010nm.
Simulating Images
Simulating an image of clathrin-coated pits
When simulating an image of clathrin-coated pits, the detector is modeled as a set of pixels {C 1 , . . . ,C K }.
The photon count detected in the k th pixel is modeled as I k := S k + B k , where S k and B k are both Poisson random variables 17 . The total photons detected at the k th pixel from all clathrin-coated pits within the region represented by the image is denoted by S k . The background photon count B k has a mean of B = 100 photons/pixel.
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The mean of S k is given by
where D is the total number of clathrin-coated pits in the image, N d denotes the total number of photons detected from the d th clathrin-coated pit, C k denotes the area of the k th pixel, and f d denotes the photon distribution profile for the d th clathrin-coated pit. For the simulated image of clathrin-coated pits in Figure   1 , D = 419 and N d had values uniformly distributed between 500 to 2000 photons.
For each clathrin-coated pit, f d is modeled as a Gaussian profile given by
where, M denotes magnification, σ denotes the width of the Gaussian profile, and (x d 0 , y d 0 ) denotes the center of the d th clathrin-coated pit. The coordinate (x d 0 , y d 0 ) is drawn from a completely spatially randomly distributed set of D locations generated as described above.
Simulating images of single molecules
When simulating an image of single molecules, the detector is again modeled as a set of pixels {C 1 , . . . ,C k }.
The photon count detected at the k th pixel is modeled as a Poisson random variable with mean given by,
where N denotes the total number of photons detected from the molecule, C k denotes the area of the k th pixel, and f d denotes the photon distribution profile for the d th molecule. For each molecule, f d is modeled
as an Airy profile given by 
Image Analysis
List of image anlaysis approaches
The following is a list of the image analysis approaches that were used:
• Wavelet: Detects molecules or clathrin-coated pits using wavelet-filtering 18 and estimates their locations by fitting Airy profiles to the detected molecules or Gaussian profiles to the detected pits.
Further details are provided below.
• Global Thresholding: Detects molecules or clathrin-coated pits by identifying pixels above a threshold value and estimates their locations by fitting Airy profiles to the detected molecules or Gaussian profiles to the detected pits. Further details are provided below.
• SimpleFit: Detects and localizes molecules using the default settings of the software package available from 19 .
• ThunderSTORM: Detects and localizes molecules using the default settings of the software package described in 20 .
• QuickPALM: Detects and localizes molecules using the default settings of the software package described in 21 .
Identifying single molecules or clathrin-coated pits by wavelet-filtering
The image was filtered using the product of two consecutive wavelet transforms as described in 18 . Each isolated set of one or more edge-connected pixels obtained from the filtering was identified as a region of the image containing an individual molecule or clathrin-coated pit. For the subsequent localization of that molecule or clathrin-coated pit, a 5 × 5 pixel region centered on the average pixel coordinate of the corresponding set of identified pixels was used.
Identifying single molecules or clathrin-coated pits by global-thresholding
The image was thresholded using 25% of the maximum pixel intensity in the dataset as the threshold value.
Each isolated set of one or more edge-connected pixels obtained from the thresholding was identified as a 16/20 region of the image containing an individual molecule or clathrin-coated pit. For the subsequent localization of that molecule or clathrin-coated pit, a 5 × 5 pixel region centered on the average pixel coordinate of the corresponding set of identified pixels was used.
Localizing clathrin-coated pits and single molecules identified by wavelet-filtering or
global-thresholding
Each clathrin-coated pit and single molecule was localized by fitting a Gaussian and Airy profile, respectively, to the corresponding 5 × 5 pixel image identified using either wavelet-filtering or global-thresholding as described above. An initial location estimate and an initial value for the σ parameter denoting the width of a Gaussian profile was calculated for each clathrin-coated pit or single molecule by applying the approach described in 22 to the corresponding image. An initial value for the κ parameter of the Airy profile was calculated as 1.323/σ . The background associated with each clathrin-coated pit or single molecule was taken as the median of the intensities in the edge pixels of the corresponding 5 × 5 pixel image. An initial estimate of the photon count detected from each molecule or clathrin-coated pit was taken as the sum of the pixel intensities in the corresponding image after subtracting the background.
Airy or Gaussian profiles with initial values for the various parameters calculated as described above were fitted to each 5 × 5 pixel image using a least-squares estimator to obtain the final location estimates.
The location parameters (x 0 , y 0 ), width parameter (σ when fitting Gaussian profiles and κ when fitting Airy profiles), and the total photon count were estimated for each clathrin-coated pit or single molecule.
Estimating L(r) − r using localizations from one image
When estimating L(r) − r for a set of localizations obtained by analyzing an image of either clathrin-coated pits or single molecules, L(r) = K(r)/π for r > 0. K(r) denotes the Ripley's K-function, defined as K(r) := λ −1 E{number of events within a distance r of an arbitrary event}.
The estimator for K(r) is given bŷ
where S 2 denotes the area in the object space corresponding to the image being analyzed, w i j denotes the Ripley's isotropic edge correction weights 23 , D denotes the total number of localizations, and d i j denotes 17/20 the distance between the i th and j th localizations. The indicator function is defined as
Estimating L(r) − r using localizations from multiple images When estimating L(r) − r for a particular image analysis approach from a total of D localizations distributed among B images,
where D b denotes the number of localizations obtained from the b th image andK b (r) denotes estimates of the Ripley's K-function calculated using the localization obtained from that image.
Estimating pair-correlations for an image analysis approach
Estimates of the pair-correlation results for an image analysis approach, denoted as a, were calculated by a weighted averaging of pair-correlation estimates from multiple simulated images as follows. A total of B images containing D single molecules were simulated. A set of localizations of size D n a were obtained by applying analysis approach a to the b th image, for b = 1, . . . , B. Pair-correlations estimatesĝ b a (r) were calculated independently for each set of D b a localizations using a MATLAB implementation of the approach in 24 .
The weighted-average pair-correlation estimates for each analysis approach a is then calculated aŝ
where D a = D 1 a + D 2 a + · · · + D B a . The pair-correlation results shown in Figure 1 were calculated using B = 2000 images containing D = 250,000 molecules.
Determining α from pair-correlations for an image analysis approach
The radius of correlation for analysis approach a is defined as ρ := inf andḡ i = (m − i + 1) −1 ∑ m j=iĝ a (r j ). Algorithmic resolution limit α is then determined asρ/2.
Calculating L 2α (r) − r for an image analysis approach
For the algorithmic resolution limit α for a specific image analysis approach determined as described above, L 2α (r) − r is calculated as
where K 2α (r) = K(r) − K(2α). See Supplementary Material 6 for details regarding the determination of 2α
for each image analysis approach from the corresponding pair-correlation results.
Software
ROI identification using wavelet-filtering or global-thresholding followed by fitting with either Airy or Gaussian profiles was performed using custom programs developed with the MIATool software framework 25 in Java. The ThunderSTORM 20 and SimpleFit 19 software packages were used with default settings for the various options within the software. The QuickPALM 21 software was used with the FWHM=2 setting to match the width of the single molecule or clathrin-coated pit being localized. Calculations for L(r) − r, pair-correlations, and L 2α (r) − r were performed using custom-developed scripts in the MATLAB programming environment (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). All figures were similarly prepared using MATLAB.
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